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Back to the Ink and Paper!
The Proclamation staff started the year enthusiasticly, but we were deflated by the news that 
our printing budget had vanished. The Fall issue was published online, but it was no re-
placement for a real paper. Because we didn’t know when the budget would come back, we 
researched how and later began to publish a blog online (http://wcproclamation.blogspot.
com). Many of us, the Editors and staff on the paper, have always been drawn to the physical 
paper by its look, feel, and more. There’s something about the color photo spreads, the pulpy 
smell of the paper, the black ink, and thick pages that make our printed version appealing and 
gratifying. Print is important. 
 Students and teachers asked us when the newspaper was coming out, and when we 
told them it was online, their faces fell. It was like a light had gone out at Wilbur Cross. The 
act of reading a physical page is very meaningful; you are connected in a tangible way to the 
work and the words. You see the results in the real world. Pages, not pixels, produce a physical 
connection to the editors, the writers, the photographers, the designers, and the content. With 
a blogging platform you don’t need to know how to place a photo or lay out a page. We don’t 
get to experience the full struggle of design online. Great journalism springs from the skills 
learned in design: clarity, persistence and shared difficulty. Print allows us to learn these skills 
through it’s limited space, beguiling proportions, and as a bonus, our paper is archival quality, 
that will last generations. 
 So, we’re relieved that the District has given us a budget to see us through the end of 
the year. We hope that the past six months serve as a reminder of how important a physical pa-
per is for our community. Please make yourselves heard and support our continued presence 
as a printed paper.
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Opinion
Making the Leap
BY John Rosenbluth

Like many fellow stu-
dents, I’d rather gargle 
a jar of chickpeas than 
wake up at 6:20 A.M. to 
get to Cross. Take my 
word for it though—
there are worse places 
to fall back to sleep. We 
are fortunate enough 
to have students who 
reflect the demographic 
makeup of New Haven: 
Black, White, Hispanic, 
with a healthy shot of 
international. A school so 
diverse faithfully reflects 
the full color palette of 
America and the world, 
unlike Hopkins School, 
whose lily-white student 
body fits into a narrow 
band of race and income. 
 Hopkins boasts a stu-

dent body that is highly driven for success, which translates into cutthroat competition 
among students to get good grades. The pressure to succeed on campus crushes the soul and 
frays the nerves. To some of those parents, the only thing worse than their child’s B+ in AP 
Chemistry is a 3.4% drop in Microsoft’s share value. To be fair, the school’s commitment 
to academics is impressive; students learn a lot. But all of that erudition comes at a huge 
psychological and physical cost. You will not be surprised to know that the unofficial school 
motto is “Hopkins: where doing your best hasn’t been good enough for 350 years.” 
 I have made several discoveries as a new student here, among them, that it is actu-
ally possible get my homework done and snooze for more than 5 hours a night. And for all 
the nerve-fraying labor, Hopkins occupies the same place in the universe as Hugh Laurie’s 
beard: it is insignificant and takes itself too seriously. Most of the kids at Hopkins come 
from privileged homes in Fairfield County. They don’t know what food stamps are, let alone 
know anyone who has ever had to use them. Growing up in a bubble—a country club with 
a library—is no way to understand how the world works or how most people think. Many 
Hopkins students tremble at the thought of going for errands in Downtown or Westville, 
or walking a block away from the train station. I like being at Cross where I can be friends 
with kids from all kinds of backgrounds. It feels good to shed hypocrisy and practice what I 
preach: a good education should be accessible without having to sell a kidney on the black 
market.

Why I Dislike Black 
History Month?
BY Shauntasia Hicks

During February, students across the nation 
are subject to short stories, slave narratives 
and documentaries about African Americans 
who changed the way the nation thought 
about race.  In my experience, these short 
stories and documentaries include informa-
tion about the same three outstanding Civil 
Rights Leaders who American students 
should already know about. 
 I always wondered why this was the 
only month I learned about these people. If 
African Americans are true Americans then 
why are they not talked about  in the context 
of American History? We talk about Martin 
Luther King, Rosa Parks, and Malcolm X in  
detail during February, while they seem for-
gotten the other 11 months.  Is the shortest 
month of the year really the appropriate time 
to celebrate the accomplishments of people 
who have been here since the beginning of 
this country? If your answer is yes, there 
need to be huge changes in the way we cover 
all of this glorious information. (Continue 
next page...)
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(Continued from p.3) 

We can’t only talk about The Civil Rights 
Movement or Slavery. We need to put in 
an effort to cover African Americans in all 
fields: Science, Medicine, Art, Media etc.
 As much as I dislike Black History 
Month  I understand why we need it. Amer-
icans are too uncomfortable with the subject 
of race. We have yet to reach a point where 
we are ready to educate students about 
American History including African Ameri-
cans, Native Americans, Latino Americans, 
Asian Americans, European Americans; 
all whom have helped shaped this colorful 
nation.  Black History Month should not be a 
month to remind people that African Amer-
icans have contributed to the success of this 
country. Black History should not be a time 
where teachers remember to add one black 
person into the lesson because it is political-
ly correct! If you want to have an effective 
Black History Month, we need to have a 
discussion about race. Lets talk about how 
people of color are portrayed in the media, 
and how we should break down the stereo-
types and stigmas against these Americans. 
Race shouldn’t be a taboo subject and this 
article should not be confused with propa-
ganda for a hidden race agenda. America has 
come a long way because of discussions like 
these. We must continue to push forward to 
achieve true equality among us Americans.

Non Daemonica
BY Jesus A. Morales Sanchez

Over the past four years I've seen people from every ethnic background at Cross. We have 
reached a level of recognition for diversity beyond the boundaries of our city. Among our 
peers we see countries like Mexico, Kenya, China and Italy represented. Each one of them 
has a unique story to share in our school. However, we are not immune to the injustices that 
our society faces every day.
Earlier this year, I overheard a conversation between two students. Their faith was a major 
factor that led to the formation of their friendship.
 One story not only almost brought me to tears, but also made me realize that we 
are not free of prejudice. Their conversation affirmed their belief that homosexuality is the 
result of being possessed by a demon, a demon who refuses to leave the host's body. Even 
as I write this, the idea that my classmates think that way about other people troubles me. 
Countless times I've heard Leviticus 18:22 on TV and radio as the proof that homosexuality 
is indeed morally incorrect, but after hearing my class- mates mention it, it seemed surreal.
 How can it be incorrect to love someone because of who they are, and not just be-
cause of their gender? I have always been a true believer that the essence of human affection 
comes from the souls of the individual, and not from their private parts. It is very hard to 
believe that people so close to me can still believe that homosexuality is the result of posses-
sion. As a gay man, I can tell by first hand experience that I am not possessed by any demon. 
I am a normal High School Senior, struggling with The Common App, who happens to like 
Ryan Gosling and Jensen Ackles instead of Beyoncé and Jennifer Lawrence.
 Today, homosexuality continues to be a taboo topic in our society, criminalized by 
many countries and morally condemned by many more. In the United States, the intolerance 
for homosexuality has been a major issue among youth, which has led to permanent psycho-
logical damage and even suicide. All this begins with misconceptions and ignorance about 
sexuality. It it not a demonic influence or a psychological disease. It is a natural phenomena 
that occurs in the animal kingdom more often than many people are willing to accept. In 
reality, it is all a part of life, and people should embrace it because after all no matter race, 
gender, political affiliation or sexual orientation, we are just humans. Nothing more, and 
nothing less.
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First Hand Experience
BY Emily Watzl

I had just left home donning a blazer I save for only 
special occasions. I was on my way to a jazz concert 
at Sprague Hall featuring two of my music teachers. 
While making my way there on foot, my excitement 
grew by leaps and bounds and my self-confidence 
was high in the sky. As if it were it a parallel universe, 
I’d have been Maria in The Sound Of Music on my 
way to meet the Von Trapp children. As I turned onto 
Grove Street, I quickly checked my outfit in the enor-
mous window of the bank, making sure everything 
in my outfit was straightened and that my hair was 
behaving.
As my back turned to the street, I heard someone yell, 
his voice echoing off the brick buildings surrounding 
me. Turning around swiftly, I see a blue hatchback 
SUV pass by, with a young man hang- ing out the 
passenger window. There was no one else on the 
block, so I had to assume he was screaming at me. “Wooo! Yeaaaah, baby, you cute! Woooooo!” Unmoved, I continued walking. Before the 
vehicle turned onto Temple Street to speed away, he gave me one final yelp. With each step, the realization of what had just happened grew 
and grew. By the time I got to the recital hall, it hit me: I was just cat- called.
My hands were shaking, eyes wide with fear, stomach filled with uneasiness. How do I react to something like this? I want to brush it off, 
but I can’t shake the feeling that that very same kid is in the very hall I’m in, ready to jump out and yell at me some more. Though I was 
thankful that the most he did was bark at me, I couldn’t help but mull over what could have happened if the situation had escalated further; 
what if he had jumped out of the car to chase me down? What if he actually caught up to me? And then what? Or what if he had followed 
me? Waited until no one was around to make his move? And then what? Needless to say, fear was a major understatement at this point.
“It was just some d****e,” my boyfriend of nearly two years chimes. “It wasn’t meant to be personal,” my own father adds. Both statements 
are true, no doubt beyond that. But it still frightened me. “Just move on. You’ll never see him again. You’re taking this way too hard. Don’t 
you think you might be overreacting?” At this point, I was surprised no one asked me what I was wearing at the time. All the men I sought 
consolation from were of no use. The only ones that helped me feel better were my female friends.
I had heard stories from them before about how strange men on the street stare at them, follow them home, and even begin running after 
them. But I had no idea what they were feeling. From where I was sitting, they seemed to brush it off like nothing, but that night made me 
realize that they weren’t simply brushing it off – they were repressing their emotions. If they were to do what I did and seek comfort, they’d 
hear the same few phrases over and over again. After a while, it’d get old. Fast. But it doesn’t affect how we feel about this issue.
Having heard stories about rape, harassment, and the like prior to this incident, I couldn’t help but wonder why these women and men were 
afraid to come clean and fully disclose what had happened. Now I fully understand why: on top of being afraid of the incident itself, we’re 
also afraid of being belittled for having feelings towards it, particularly fear, anger, and insecurity.
My name is Emily Watzl, not “Hey, baby.” I am a human being, not an object to drool over. And I most certainly am not overreacting. Any- 
thing like this, be it cat-calling, ass-
grabbing, or stalking, all falls into
the same damn category: unwanted
attention. I love New Haven dearly, but as I get older, the last thing that I want to have to get used to is street harassment. But if I can’t do 
anything about these boys that go around prov- ing their manliness to their friends by shouting obscenities at an aesthetical- ly pleasing 
woman on the street, the least I can do is raise awareness.
This is a serious issue. It’s dehumanizing, foul, and completely out of line. I hope that kid realizes what he did in the near future, because I 
wouldn’t wish any of what I felt that night on anyone.
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The Limit Does Not 
Exist 
BY: Shauntasia Hicks

Recently, the Supreme Court ruled in Mc-
Cutcheon v. Federal Election Commission  
and struck down a decades-old cap on the 
amount a single donor can contribute to a 
multiple candidates during an election cycle. 
I am not surprised by this, but deeply sad-
dened. This validates my belief that while 
I am supposed to live in a country with a 
classless society, run by elected offi cials who 
are the voice of the people, and fueled by de-
mocracy and freedom, America is in reality 
defi ned by unfair social structures. In truth 
our country is run by corporations, corrupt 
politicians, bureaucrats, and oligarchs. I live 
in a country fueled by money, power, and 
greed. 
 This court has given, between this 
and the Citizen’s United case, the wealth-
iest Americans more power and infl uence 
than ever before. Half of the Supreme Court 
Justices believe that money is free speech: 
our fi rst amendment right. Money is not free 
speech, money is infl uential, money is the 
root of corruption within American politics. 
Wealthy men like Charles and David Koch, 
Sheldon Adelson, and George Soros, decide 
elections by buying Washington's politicians 
like cattle to control them like puppets for 
their own special interest. These purchased 
men and women are supposed to work and 
fi ght for the People: the poor, the rich, the 
sick, the black, the white, the educated, the 
uneducated. They are supposed to fi ght for 
all of the American People, not only for 
a select few who only care about making 
more money on the backs of the rest of the 
country. Why should a rich CEO have more 
infl uence in the election of a senator, than a 
homeless Vietnam veteran, when "All men 
are created equal" ? I am passionate about 
getting money out of politics because I love 
my country, and I believe that if we are 
able to talk about it, then we are able to do 
something about it. The future of American 
Democracy is at risk .

Obamacare Mythbusting 
BY Shauntasia Hicks

Obamacare seems 
to be working.
After all, more 
than eight mil-
lion people have 
already signed up. 
The Congressional 
Budget Offi ce has 
released its report 
on the Affordable 
Care Act, more 
commonly known 
as Obamacare. The 
Affordable Care 
Act is under attack 
by many people, 
particularly those 
in the GOP. The 
right has called the 
bill "A Job Killer" 
based on the CBO 
report.  As usual 

this is absolutely false. Here are the facts, the CBO projects the Affordable Care Act will 
indeed  reduce the amount people work, but not the availability of jobs. There is a big differ-
ence. 
 In theory, an increase in people leaving the labor force would increase the demand 
for labor meaning more jobs are available. These workers are not irreplaceable and this out-
rage over the Affordable Care Act killing jobs is ridiculous and manufactured.  According to 
the CBO’s reports the Affordable Care Act will decrease the total amount of hours worked 
by about 1.5% to 2% between 2017 and 2024 as people will not need to work as much to 
afford health care. The CBO has translated this to the equivalent of 2.5 million jobs. Con-
trary to conservative talking points, Americans are not losing their jobs, but are willingly 
leaving the labor force, or reducing the hours they work. For example, many older workers 
who have health conditions only work to stay covered by their employers’ health insurance 
will be able to work fewer hours, because of the benefi ts and incentives they receive from 
the ACA. The number of overall workers won’t decrease because most people won’t leave 
the workforce, but instead reduce the number of hours they work.
 The CBO also reports that between 2015-2024 the federal government will dish out 
$8 billion dollars in subsidies to insurers and receive $16 billion back, not only does the fed-
eral government break even, but the treasury gains $8 billion dollars. According to the GOP 
this is a “Bail Out." I cannot even begin to debunk this claim because it is one of the most 
outrageous of the cynical attacks. Under the Affordable Care Act the number of insured 
Americans will increase by 13 million just this year. This is the country moving forward 
regardless of what people say. The Affordable Care Act is working as intended.
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News
Roaming Roma
BY John Rosenbluth

Life has never been easy for the Roma people; an ethnic 
group originally hailing from India . The Roma wandered 
across Eurasia until finally settling in the Balkans where 
they remained since  the 14th century.  With the Eurozone 
crisis dragging down economies, governments and citizens 
alike have begun to view the Roma as a “scapegoat” for 
their economic problems. A writer for Vice.com traveled 
around the country of Slovakia to document segregation.  
More ominously, he encountered far-right political leaders 
and village heads scheming about how to rid themselves of 
the Roma ‘menace.’   
 Perhaps the most thought provoking aspect of the 
Vice article is the way it implicitly compares the system 
of segregation in Slovakia to the oppression of minority 
groups in the run up to World War II.  According to Vice 
Julius Beluscscak, the Mayor of Vel'ka Ida in Slovakia 
would like to deal with the Roma in a “dictatorial fashion”. 
The author describes at length the concentration camp of 
Lety, where a memorial was built without the consultation 
of the Roma survivors who were held there during World 
War II.  The author connects the racism of World War II to 
that of today, implying that both evils grow from the same 
tree. 
 After World War I, Fascists falsely blamed the De-
pression on Jews for taking jobs and sabotaging Germany. 
It seems that as a species our first strate-
gy, when resources and opportunities are 
scarce is to place blame on others rather 
than search for a solution. This pattern of 
thinking has reared its head in America.  
    In the 19th century Irish and Italian 
immigrants were viewed as undeserving 
leaches, stealing money and jobs away 
from born-and-bred Americans. After the 
Civil War, White Southerners perpetuated 
racism because of their own inability to 
find work when many former slaves had 
jobs as sharecroppers.  From afar, it is easy 
to see Slovakian racism for what it is; un-
fortunately it is harder to recognize racism 
when it is right under our noses.

That’s So Fetch!
BY Jesus A. Morales Sanchez & Allyson Calderin

“On Wednesdays we wear pink!”- 
says Karen Smith, from the iconic 
movie Mean Girls. Starring Lindsay 
Lohan, this High School drama 
satirizes what it is like to live in the 
world of a teenage girl. The movie, 
which was released ten years ago, 
is now considered a classic among 
teenagers all around the world. 
 Cady Heron, played by Lohan, is thrown into an American High 
School after her and her family move from Africa. Cady, not only tries fit in, 
but struggles to find her real persona after being under the influence of many 
mean girls. The meaning that the movie conveys is one of self-acceptance, 
exaggerating some of the consequences that come when a person lies just to fit 
in with a clique. 
 Despite how old the movie is, it still is one of the favorites among the 
young population in this country. This movie opened the window for many 
phrases to leak into our popular culture such as: “She doesn’t even go here!”, 
“Don't have sex, because you will get pregnant and die!” and “Glenn Coco? 
FOUR for you, Glenn Coco! You go, Glenn Coco!”
 At the end of the day, regardless of how old this movie is, we can all 
relate to at least one of the characters in Mean Girls. However, none of us 
should have to worry about The Burn Book or being victimized by Regina 
George; as long as we don’t forget who we truly are and remember that on 
Wednesdays we wear pink. 
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Into the Play
BY Leo Weinreb

The crowd slowly trickled into the Wilbur Cross auditorium 
from the main foyer on Friday, March 14th, 2014. It was a good 
thing I managed to secure a ticket from a friend, or else it may 
have been impossible for me to buy a ticket at the door; there 
were waves of people cascading through the hall, blocking 
pathways like a dam blocks a river. While there weren’t quite 
enough people to fill the auditorium, there were enough people 
to make me feel like I was walking on a sidewalk in New York 
City. Needless to say, it was not a sparse showing. In addition to 
friends, and classmates, the crowd was graced by such figures as 
parents, teachers and even politicians. While perhaps not a professional production, the amount of heart that went into our school’s musical, 
Into the Woods, was enough to touch every person in the audience. 
 Into the Woods is a philosophical, fairytale-themed musical depicting the wonderful, troubling, and morally ambiguous nature of 
life. In the first act, the musical simultaneously goes through the plots of several classic fairytale stories such as Cinderella, Jack and the 
Beanstalk, and Little Red Riding Hood. The ending of the first act even contains the promised classic fairytale ending:  “And they all lived 
happily ever after.” But this sickly-sweet fairytale takes a dark twist in the second half, where themes of adultery, estrangement, family, and 
morality are explored. Despite its darker nature, people tend to like the second half better than the first, because it more aptly depicts the ins 
and outs of living as a human being. 
 I have seen four productions of Into the Woods in my life so far, and while other productions focused on the finicky music, the 
flat-but-ever-entertaining characterization, or the fluffy fairytale sets, our school’s production focused on something more important than 
any of those. It focused on the entertaining atmosphere, the dark themes, and the thought-provoking questions that lie at the heart of the 
play. Instead of crafting silly, entertaining fairytale characters that usually characterize the first act, Cross’ first act contained a lovably 
confused Baker and a patient (or perhaps not all that patient) Baker’s Wife. It contained a simultaneously resolute and unsure Red Riding 

Hood, an earnest Jack, and a woeful 
Cinderella. Even in the first act, these 
characters were not simply silly; they 
were real. Until the very end, Cross’ 
Into the Woods extended boundaries 
and provoked deep thought in addi-
tion to providing hearty entertain-
ment. From Milky White’s ability to 
stand to The Baker’s Wife and the 
Cinderella’s Prince’s less-than-mod-
est kiss, March’s production man-
aged to push boundaries and capture 
the audience whenever possible. 
  By the end of the night, as 
I congratulated my friends on their 
terrific work, I felt a sense of closure. 
 You don’t need professionalism to 
create a wonderful production; all 
you need is heart. 

Features/Arts
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A Night of Thrilling Performances
BY Shannon Blemings

On April 3rd, 2014, guests gathered in the nearly-full auditorium of 
Wilbur Cross High School in anticipation for the Wilbur Cross 2014 
Talent Showcase.  As people found their seats in the audience, per-
formers sat backstage, jittery with equal parts excitement and stage 
fright.  Weeks of practice had led up to this night.  Soon the curtains 
opened, and students from all grades graced the stage with their wide 
range of talents.  With singing and dancing, solos and duets, and of 
course some rapping, there was not a dull moment at this show.  Even 
the teachers got involved:  Ms. Jones’ and Mr. Smith’s Evolution of 
Dance was not to be missed.
 The night finished off with a Senior Dance Finale.  The cur-
tain opened one final time that night on a bunch of students dressed 
as zombies.  As the music started, they rose from the dead, and began 
to dance to Michael Jackson’s Thriller.  Some of the dancers even 
jumped off stage and danced in the audience.  “Being a part of the 
Senior Finale was probably one of the highlights of my Senior Year! 
From the endless practices to creating a bond with the rest of the 
‘zombies,’ I feel that we created a show the audience definitely en-
joyed!” - said Cross’ Senior Iliany Rivas. The performance concluded 
with a hoard of zombies running through the house and a surprise 
silly-string attack on the audience! Thank you to Mr. Haughton, Ms. 
Lawrence, and Ms. King-Evans for allowing the student body to share 
our talent and hard work.

12 Angry Men
BY Rocher Wang

As the Mossad officer Jurgen Warmbrunn in World War Z said, “if 
the nine of us look at the same information,and arrive at the exact 
same conclusion,and then the tenth man has the duty to disagree, 
no matter how improbable it may seen, the tenth man has got to 
start digging.” And as the last one of twelve, Juror Eight (Henry 
Fonda) was the guy to who started digging. It’s an interesting 
movie that explores the duty of people to question to consensus. 
The first thing I got from the movie is a question: if everybody 
thought the earth was the center of the world, would you be 
Copernicus? In other words, if everybody in the jury believed the 
suspect was guilty, would you dissent? How the jurors vote at the 
beginning, depends on their circumstances, one of the jurors can’t 
wait to go to a ball game, most of them complained about the hot 
weather. I know when the first two men said ‘guilty’ the rest felt 
pressured to vote ‘guilty.’ It did not depend on their real opinions 
they just wanted to follow the others. It’s brave to go against ev-
erybody standing right in front of you and voice your own opin-
ion. Juror eight is confident with his own investigation and sense 
of justice. Juror Eight believes if you want to be a good man, you 
have to think about things nobody else will.  A real leader gathers 
all the evidence he can and then works to convince the others. 
Juror Eight gets to have his voice in the meeting; although the oth-
ers were still arguing against him, most of them still asked Eight 
”what do you think.” When Eight sticks with his own opinion, the 
other Jurors start to bring up their own opinions; some of them 
change their minds. The fact that Eight’s opinion can influence 
others, teaches us how a leader today can be effective.
Secondly, what impressed me most was the speed with which they 
settled the boy’s destiny. How dare they make such an important 
choice without thinking! I think Eight was the only one who went 
to investigate independently and then form his own opinion. Most 
of the jury just said what they imagined happened. Then when 
they did some experiments, the results surprised them. If you 
want to confirm something, just have the evidence and show your 
reasoning.
 We can learn something else from the movie. We learn 
that the reason for the last man to say “guilty” was because of his 
own son. We are reminded that one should never bring personal 
emotion into such a serious decision. The man whose voice is the 
loudest might not be the man who is right. As we can see, Eight 
at the beginning of the movie was sitting in the corner silently. In 
the end, the suspect avoided dying because of men changing their 
opinions. We don’t know whether the boy was guilty or not. The 
important thing was that the process for the lone man to convince 
the other men of the jury, and we know the man has made a right 
choice.
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The Miracle Worker
BY Maya McFadden

“My buttons! She took my buttons!” Aunt Ev 
cried aloud to her family. Helen Keller’s moth-
er, Kate, took the buttons from her daughter 
hands and watched Helen begin to search for 
them. Helen ran her small fingers over where 
there would have been eyes on the dirty doll. 
“She wants eyes. She wants eyes for her doll.” 
- said Hellen’s aunt Ev. Kate quickly grabbed 
a sewing kit and began to sew on the small 
buttons that would act for eyes on Helen’s dear 
doll. “She doesn’t know better Aunt Ev.” Kate 
muttered to her sister-in-law; placing the doll 
back in her daughter’s hands. “I’ll sew them 
on again.” She said softly as her eyes focused 
on Helen who now smiled big. Helen brought 
her hands to her own eyes feeling her eyes 
then feeling the dolls. Her smile lifting her 
mother’s heart happily, as Helen hugged the 
doll tight. “It’s worth a couple of buttons.” Aunt Ev muttered with a smile as well. 
 The story  showed that you should always show constant hope and faith in what you do, to be truly successful. Annie hoped for a 
bright future for Helen and she was faithful that Helen would soon learn that things have names and meanings. The Miracle Worker being 
the story of how one person can enter the lives of others and change them drastically. During the course of the film, Annie Sullivan enters 
the Keller household and through her work she teaches Helen who is deaf, mute, and blind sign language. She ends up changing all of the 
characters perceptions of the world, as well as changing her own world-view. By the end of the film the "miracle" that she works is teaching 
Helen language along with the understanding that a word has a meaning and this has a direct effect on everyone's life and the way in which 
they live it.
 Helen Keller and Annie Sullivan, overcome a gripping battle to communicate. Helen Keller stricken with scarlet fever at 19 months, 
the illness left her blind, mute, and deaf. Sealed off from the world, Helen cannot communicate with anyone, nor can anyone with her. 
Mainly frustrated and desperate, Helen has uncontrollable rages and tantrums that terrify her family. In desperation, her parents seek help 
from the Perkins Institute, which sends them a “half-blind Yankee schoolgirl” named Annie Sullivan to tutor their daughter in understanding 
the world from which she is isolated, freeing Helen Keller from her internal prison forever.
 Helen’s character changes though the film. In the beginning she is very rough, violent, and confused especially with Annie.  Helen 
wants to learn along with Annie; and in the end she shows Annie everything she hoped for and wanted to bring out in Helen who learns to 
appreciate Annie as a teacher. Annie does not want to show Helen pity. Annie knows Helen is much smarter than her family thinks. Her 
childhood was troubled and rough, in the end she finally gives Helen's affection and love ,and respect. 
 At the start of the film the Keller family figures out that their 19 month old daughter is both blind and deaf. They clap in the young 
girls face, as she cries so young and in fear and darkness. Annie quickly finds Helen is very violent and is locked in her bedroom by Helen 
who very smartly hides the key from her family. The last scene of the film when Helen desperately tries and uses all she can to say the word 
“Water” reminding her of her past. She gains an understanding that words have a meaning and that’s what she has been taught by Annie 
which is what she wanted all along. These three scenes all drew emotional reactions from me; just watching them in the film made my heart 
ache because I can’t imagine not only Helen’s but Annie’s as well difficulties in this film and in the true story. I would recommend this mov-
ie to someone close to me because I feel the theme of the overall story is very emotional. If you show empathy you really understand why 
Helen would be so frustrated almost all the time and why she clung on to small things that had no say, along with her, like dolls. She had a 
strong desire to be like others in the world and I think the director of the film The Miracle Worker did a great job of showing the true story 
of Helen Keller and Annie Sullivan.  
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The Crucible
BY John Rosenbluth

I had a few reasons to read 
Arthur Miller’s The Crucible 
this holiday season.  First, the 
theatre department at E.C.A. is 
putting on the play as its main 
stage production this year. Many 
of my classmates claim that the 
play is one of their favorites; 
while I trust their judgment, I 
also wanted to avoid the seedy 
status as the only goon in the 
department without knowledge 
of the story. Having read and 
delighted in Arthur Miller’s The 
Death of a Salesman last year, I 

began the read with high expectations.  In reflection, I am happy to 
report that these expectations were largely met.
 The play is set in Salem, Massachusetts during the infa-
mous witch trials of the late 1600s. Many of Salem’s citizens nurse 
long-festering grudges against their neighbors because of land dis-
putes, or even more intimate, taboo reasons. After the unexplain-
able illness of a clergyman’s daughter is attributed to the devil, it 
is only a matter of time before those with ulterior motives charge 
their neighbors with witchcraft, a crime punishable by death.
 The play earns much of its acclaim through Miller’s por-
trayal of people. John Proctor, a grizzled yeoman who becomes 
entangled in the town trial after his wife is accused of witchcraft, is 
by no measure a perfect human being. In the beginning of the play, 
readers watch the painful fallout from John’s admission of adultery 
to his wife, and later, his nerves wear thin while the guilt of his 
affair and stress of his wife’s potential doom weigh heavier on his 
mind. Abigail Williams, the bodacious, young eye-candy of John 
Proctor’s Christmas past, is compelled by an adolescent lust to 
weave a tapestry of lies to save herself, stories that would be right 
at home alongside lame-duck paranormal shows like Chip Coffey’s 
Psychic Kids. 
 Miller doesn’t forget to show readers his keen ability to 
write a powerful sentence; the play is peppered with vibrant lines 
such as “I will curse her hotter than the oldest cinder in hell…” 
While the puritanical vernacular might initially confuse the groggy 
or senile, adjusting to the lexicon of the time is a breeze compared 
to Nathaniel Hawthorne’s similarly set The Scarlet Letter, let alone 
to the likes of Shakespeare.
 Miller strikes gold by blending taut writing with vivid 
depictions of citizens of Salem with whom readers can empathize. 
His characters are all Technicolor and realistic-- as complex as they 
are human. 

Shakespeare Meets the Beatles in 
These Paper Bullets 
BY Allyson Calderin 

A modern parody of “Much Ado About Nothing” by William Shake-
speare, “These Paper Bullets” could be one of the best twists I’ve seen 
since I’ve been in this country.  Described as a “1960’s rip-off” at a 
Shakespeare classic; the sounds, props, sets, and actors made this pro-
duction a play to never forget. This was collaboration by Rollin Jones, 
Billie Joe Armstrong from “Green Day”, and Jackson Gay. 
 The play revolves around two couples, Beatrice and Ben, the 
main couple, and Claude and Higgy, the secondary couple. At the start 
of the play, the love quarrel of Ben and Beatrice contrasts the love of 
Claude and Higgy, when they decide to get married.  
 One person, Don Besto, the former drummer of the band 
Claude and Ben are in, the Quartos, decides to ruin the affectionate 
love between the secondary couple. The story of the original classic 
play comes along with the trickery between the confessions of Ben 
and Beatrice’s love, and the rejection of Claude on Higgy, which Jones 
took into consideration.
 From the set changes  to the songs, every little detail of the 
show really touched  my heart; especially the first time when Claude, 
one of the band member of The Quartos, the plays current favorite boy 
band in 1964 London, England ,and Higgy, the famous model, were 
about to get married. The bright lights and the costumes were just 
amazing to see while they literally walked down the house aisles and 
used downstage as the church’s altar.
 It was amusing to see that the audience was not only just 
watching the play, they were also a part of the entire show. It was a 
concert/musical/play all meshed into one amazing production ;These 
Paper Bullets. I thought that Rolin Jones was really clever leaving 
Shakespeare lines in the play, considering it was a total parody of the 
classic story it came from. A huge mash up of the Beatles with Shake-
speare really gave a sweet taste of what Jones’ interpretation of “Much 
Ado About Nothing” was to him, and it was perfect in every way of 
his meaning. I really enjoyed the show and I recommend watching it. 
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To Kill A Mockingbird
BY Shauntasia Hicks

Growing up, I always heard the phrase “It's a sin to kill a mockingbird.” But, much 
as my Nana tried to explain it to me, I never understood. During the summer before 
fourth grade my Nana took me to the library and we checked out the book.  I read 
it into the night using my cover as an invisible cloak that would shield me from the 
bedtime police. I used my bright yellow flashlight to read. By dawn I was finished. I 
thought I loved the book. But then she asked me who represented the mockingbirds? 
Before this I had no lessons on symbolism. I couldn’t answer her. There were no 
literal mockingbirds in the book. After reading it three more times I gave up. She 
finally got out the VHS tape and a turkey sandwich. By the end of the movie tears 
stained my sleeping face and the turkey sandwich remained untouched. 
 “You never really understand a person until you consider things from his point 
of view…until you climb inside of his skin and walk around in it.” 
 The film explains this quote and the idea of empathy.
 To Kill a Mockingbird is set in a small Alabama town called Maycomb during 
the Great Depression. Atticus Finch (Gregory Peck) a humble, honest, and intelligent 

lawyer, is the protagonist. Atticus puts his career and life on the line when he agrees to represent Tom Robinson (Brock Peters), a black man 
accused of raping a young white woman named Mayella Ewell. The film is seen through the eyes of Scout, played by Mary Badham, Atti-
cus’ six year old daughter. The adult Scout also narrates the film’s beginning and end. Scout is adventurous and curious. She is a six year old 
girl who would rather climb a tree with her older brother Jem (Philip Alford) and fight boys than put on a dress. Jem is 10 years old and a 
good older brother. He protects his sister Scout and friend Dill Harris (John Megna) at all costs even if it means getting spanked or  risking 
his life.
 In the movie Scout and Jem spend the summer with their friend Dill looking for Boo Radley: the “village idiot” that few have ever 
seen, but everyone has something to say about. Atticus has forbid them to have anything to do with Mr. Radley and to “let the poor man 
be.” But the kids still yearn to get a glimpse of Boo, though they are completely terrified of him. One night looking for Boo Radley the three 
of them get a glimpse of a shadow. They run away terrified. Jem loses his pants in the process. Jem goes back to get them despite Scout's 
protests. Then there is a loud shot from a rifle. Thirty seconds later Jem appears with his pants. Later in the film Jem tells Scout that when he 
went there his pants were folded neatly on the fence as if someone knew he was coming back to get them. 
 One day Atticus takes on the case of Tom Robinson, a black man who is falsely accused of raping a white woman. Tom Robinson is 
already guilty in the eyes of the racist town. Atticus Finch is viewed in a negative way when he tries his hardest to prove that Tom Robinson 
is innocent. Scout and Jem are persecuted in school for believing that Tom Robinson is innocent. They are disappointed when the all white 
jury finds him guilty of rape even though Atticus demonstrated that it was impossible for Tom Robinson to beat Mayella because Mayella 
and Bob Ewell’s account didn’t correlate with the physical evidence. Even though the verdict came in their favor, Ewell promised to get 
Atticus back one way or another for embarrassing him in court. Atticus thinks that Ewell is all talk and doesn’t worry about his threats
After the trial, Tom Robinson is taken to a prison where he is shot and killed for attempting to escape. Atticus and Jem go to tell Robinson’s 
wife of her husband death. Jem stays in the car while his dad goes inside. Bob Ewell shows up at Tom Robinson’s home and tells a grown 
man, who he calls ‘boy’ to fetch Atticus. Atticus walks over to him and Ewell spits in his face. Atticus pulls out his handkerchief and wipes 
his face. Atticus gets in the car with Jem and goes home.
 Halloween comes and Bob Ewell keeps his word and attacks Scout and Jem with a knife. Jem breaks his arm trying to protect Scout. 
Ultimately they are nearly killed by Ewell. But someone came to their rescue and saved them, stabbing and killing Bob Ewell. The figure 
picks up Jem and takes him home. Scout, though traumatized, goes home and finds her Dad talking to Sheriff Tate about what happened. 
They think Jem killed Ewell in self defense. But Scout tells them the man who saved them was right in the room. She says “Hey Boo” and 
Boo Radley emerges from behind the door. The same man who embodied their childhood fear and curiosity was their salvation. Atticus 
thanks Boo for saving his children. Scout walks hand in hand with Boo Radley back to his home.
 To Kill A Mocking Bird gave me my very first lesson on empathy at a young age. The ability to keep an open mind when it comes 
to the struggles of others, to think without bias or judgment is a virtue. Empathy is a virtue. Atticus understood this and taught this to his 
children. Scout and Jem were not blinded by hatred or prejudice like the people in their town. Men like Bob Ewell couldn’t prosper because 
they were so blind with hatred that it lead to their demise. Most of all I am reminded that it is indeed a sin to kill a Mockingbird.
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Cross Brings its Red to the 
Rainbow
BY Jesus A. Morales Sanchez

FREE HUGS! – That was the motto for the True colors 
conference this year, and the most popular thing written 
on people’s foreheads. For the first time, Cross students 
attended True Colors, a LGBTQA-oriented (Lesbian, Gay, 
Bisexual, Trans, Questioning and Allies) conference at the 
University of Connecticut in Storrs. Thousands of people 
from different cities and different states came together in 
this judgment-free zone, in which they were able to freely 
express themselves, to learn about different issues that im-
pact our society: bullying, discrimination, sexual educa-
tion, etc. Organizations like Planned Parenthood and The 
Trevor Project (organization attempting to prevent teenage 
suicides nationwide) organized seminars for students and 
professionals to attend. Most of these seminars encour-
aged the people attending to interact and establish links 
with one another. The atmosphere was one of safety and 
peace that unfortunately can’t be found easily elsewhere. 
 At the end of the day, Cross students not only came 
back with new knowledge about how to help their commu-
nity, practice safe sex and make new friends, but also with 
an enormous feeling of happiness… and a generous number 
of condoms.
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